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Mascarena palm - Plant

Mascarena palm also named "spindle palm" because of the shape of the trunk with a prominent bulge in the middle. The crown consist of six to
ten arched dark green fronds which are very attractive.

Rating: Not Rated Yet
Price
Sales price 1,999
Discount

Item will be shipped by 3 - 5 days
Ask a question about this product

Description

Description for Mascarena palm
It is a small palm and like sunny exposure. Very resistant to dryness and easy to grow. The Spindle Palm Tree has been and will be one of the
most unique palm trees ever to have sprouted leaves.
Coupled with its ability to produce a sweet flowery fragrance aroma from its flowering seeds and its interesting shape, the Spindle Palm Tree is
a show-stopper. The Spindle Palm Tree originates from the exotic Mascarene Islands off the coast of Australia. Let the Spindle Palm add
excitement and enjoyment to your landscape or home.
Common name
Champagne palm, Bottle
coco, Short Bottle palm, Pig
nut palm, Bottle palm

Flower colours
-

Bloom time
-

Height
12-20 feet

Difficulty
Easy

Planting and care
Because many palms are grown to a great height in tropical climates, a grower needs to know the plants matured height before buying. Grown
indoors and potted correctly they will grow to approximately 3 ft- 8 ft in height, making it a good idea to plan where the plant will reside, based on
the space needed.
Sunlight
Soil
Water
Temperature
Prefers broken shade. It can It has a fibrous root system It prefers adequate moisture They can handle a winter

Fertilizer
Need a perfect fertilizer diet
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take full sun as it matures if
and benefits from deep
to look its best. This palm a rest in cooler conditions, not including all micro nutrients
provided adequate water organic, soils that are fertile,
will tolerate occasional less than 50 F. (10 C.). They and trace elements three
during dry periods. If home- but thrives on wide range of dryness if not prolonged. do tolerate central heating. times a year if not grown in
grown, give some sun as
tropical soils, like coastal Don&apos;t let sit in water.
rich soil.
with most tropical palms marine alluvial clays, soils of Indoor, potted palms should
volcanic origin, sands as not be over-watered. They
long as they are well
may contract the fungus
drained.
Phytophthora, if overwatered.

Caring for Mascarena palm
Palms grow best when you let their roots fill the pot. They need soil-based potting compost and should not be repotted unnecessarily.
They are sensitive to chemicals and will be damaged if you expose them to aerosol sprays. If you need to treat them with insecticides,
be sure what you use is suitable for a palm.

Typical uses of Mascarena palm
Special features: Palms tend to lend themselves to creating shadows and reflections. You can stand a palm in an alcove that is lined with a
mirror and create stunning effects. If you put one on each side of a fireplace, itâ€™s even doubly stunning. The shadows cast by the palmâ€™s
fronds can pattern a plain wall. Spotlights can create good strong light for bold shadows.
These are quite dramatic. Donâ€™t position spotlights too closely because this generates too much heat for the palm to withstand. Finally,
lighting the plant from below can cast shadows onto opposite walls and even the ceiling.
Medicinal use: na

References
http://www.gardeningknowhow.com/houseplants/palms/growing-palms-indoors.htm
http://houseplants.about.com/od/pickingahouseplan1/a/PalmBasics.htm http://realpalmtrees.com/palm-tree-store/medium-palmtrees/medium-spindle-palm-tree.html

Reviews
Sunday, 01 July 2018
Online Plants sell the Super Model of plants!
Adhrit Sachdeva
Thursday, 28 June 2018
My plants are thriving! Will definitely buy this plant again when needed.
Rishabh Kumar
Friday, 22 June 2018
M vry hapy wid d plants..... its so b ful ...... just want to know how often have to sprinkle water in it..
Chaithra Iyengar
More reviews
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